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ABSTRACT 
 Integrating principles of sustainable development into decision-making processes regarding 
regenerating urban areas is a complex assignment. Three major issues need to be resolved in order to 
complete this assignment: the political/administrative complexity, the equivocal character of the concept 
sustainable development and the complexity of designing urban areas. 
 So far most sustainable development approaches focus on one of these separate issues, resulting 
in process oriented, analytical/technical and design models and tools respectively. Although these 
approaches generate useful information, it is often difficult to combine them into one integrated 
approach. 
 In this paper the conceptual computer based model MEDIA (Modeling Environment for Design 
Impact Assessment) is presented in which these three issues are addressed simultaneously. In MEDIA 
the existing concepts dynamic actor analysis and analysis of interconnected decision areas (AIDA) are 
combined with a flexible multimodel structure. The basic concepts of MEDIA are universal and are not 
restricted to urban (re)development. The model is non-normative with regard to sustainability issues 
and facilitates multiple interpretations of sustainable development. 
 Earlier versions of MEDIA (Bots & Seijdel, 2002) had only limited quantitative support; therefore the 
results of choices or coherent combinations of choices (scenario’s) could not be expressed in terms of 
(sustainability) indicators. Recently, several calculation models have been made operational within 
MEDIA. Currently indicators related to energy use, material use, mobility, water management, water 
use, land use, cultural heritage, public safety and last but not least costs are included. Although these 
indicators are sometimes calculated using simplified functions, it demonstrates the ability of MEDIA to 
perform sophisticated integrated calculations. 
 MEDIA is developed in conjunction with a gaming exercise (van Bueren and Mayer, 2002). The 
gaming exercise provides an interface between the model and actual decision-making processes. The 
symbiosis of earlier versions of MEDIA (without indicators) and gaming exercise has already produced 
positive results in a number of cases. More recently, the gaming exercise has been updated, as to 
make use of the ability of MEDIA to calculate indicators. This new combination has been successfully 
tested a number of times. Further development of MEDIA will likely focus on the further integration with 
the gaming exercise, the development of more sophisticated indicators and the linkage with more 
spatial oriented tools, such as geographical information systems (GIS) and process-approaches. 
 
 This paper will focus on the indicators calculated by MEDIA, the underlying conceptual principles 
and the use of these indicators within dynamic multi-actors settings, such as gaming exercises. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Cities as living space and organizational units are among the most complex man made systems, 
providing the interface for a multitude of economic, social and ecological functions. Professionals in the 
area of urban development must not only deal with this system complexity, but are also confronted with 
increasing political and administrative complexity. If the concept of sustainable development (SD) is 
added to the equation as well, it is clear that sustainable urban (re)development is far from simple.  
 In order to realize technically and functionally sound projects that are acceptable to the actors 
involved and also comply with the principles of sustainable development, it is necessary that policy-
makers, designers and sustainable development-experts work together. Co-operation between these 
actors can be enhanced by tools that make design processes and decision-making processes more 
transparent and offer insight in the impacts of decision options. So far, most tools focus on one of these 
three complexities described above, resulting in process-oriented tools, design tools, and 
analytical/technical tools, respectively. Although such tools generate useful information, integration is 
the real challenge.  
 The DUBES Project (Dutch abbreviation for Sustainable Decision Making) makes an attempt to 
provide such an integrated approach. This project has so far resulted in two major products: the 
computer based conceptual modeling tool MEDIA (Modeling Environment for Design Impact 
Assessment) and a simulation game for sustainable decision making (Van Bueren and Mayer, 2002, 
Mayer eds. 2003). Early versions of MEDIA offered only limited quantitative impact assessment support 
(Bots and Seijdel, 2002). In this paper, the newest version of MEDIA is presented. This version is 
designed to perform complex, integrated yet valid impact assessment. It is also designed in a flexible 
manner, to accommodate different type of impact assessment principles. Finally, the model is designed 
to be applicable in the gaming exercise, which implicates that calculations must be made instantly, 
without additional data collection. 
 In this paper, two main issues are addressed. Firstly, the actual performance of MEDIA with regard 
to impact assessment is discussed, based on practical experiences. Secondly, the added value of using 
the model in participative settings is addressed. The actual gaming exercise is not presented in this 
paper. The structure of this paper is as follows. First the complexity of urban (re)development is 
outlined. Secondly, the conceptual and analytical foundations of MEDIA are presented. Thirdly, 
practical experiences with the model are presented. Finally, the interaction with the simulation exercise 
is discussed. 
 
 

2. COMPLEXITY OF SUSTAINABLE URBAN (RE)DEVELOPMENT 
 

2.1 Content-oriented complexity: ambiguity of sustainable development 
 Sustainable development and its derivative for the built environment, sustainable building, are 
concepts that are far from unambiguous (Dryzek, 1997; Hajer, 1992 and 1995; Roe, 1998). It is a flag 
that various stakeholders with different values such as quality of life, safety, energy efficiency or low 
emission levels, rally behind. Many attempts have been made to provide definitions or generic 
implementations of sustainable development. Generic definitions suffer from the fact that they can be 
interpreted in many ways, whilst more specific definitions inevitably reflect the value judgments of the 
definer. The most cited definition of sustainable development (WCED, 1987) may serve as an example: 
“a development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs. This definition was succeeded by principle 3 of the Rio 
Declaration on Environment and Development (UN, 1992): “to equitably meet developmental and 
environmental needs of present and future generation”.  Both these definitions leave ample room for 
interpretation. When are present needs met? What exactly are the needs of future generations? How 
can we be sure we are not compromising their abilities? These questions cannot be answered 
univocally and give sustainable development its equivocal character. This equivocality manifests itself 
on philosophical, political and operational levels.  
 All in all, it is fair to say that sustainable development is a concept that should be further defined 
and negotiated in a political context. If all the stakeholders involved wish to realize a sustainable urban 
refurbishment project, the trick is to bring together the rationality of the design process - i.e. the making 
of design choices for the reorganization of the urban system - and the political and administrative 
rationality - i.e. the acquisition of sufficient political and public support. 



 
2.2 Political and administrative complexity 

 Acquisition of sufficient political support for urban (re)development projects typically involves a 
complex network of stakeholders, who strive to achieve their ambitions and protect their interests 
(Marintz and Mayntz, 1991; Marsh, 1998). For example, during the design stage it will involve municipal 
services for building, housing, traffic and the environment, housing associations, project developers, 
residents, intermediary organizations, utility companies, water boards, construction companies, 
architects and town planners. Each of these organizations and individuals make decisions at various 
moments, based on their own preferences and interests (Bremer and Kok, 2000). 
 This process is not governed by objective rationality, but determined by the perceptions and value 
systems of the actors involved, causing them to make competing assumptions about problems and 
solutions, means and ends, cause and effect. From the actor network perspective, there is no single 
correct view to policy problems and their solutions. Decisions are made in a complex process of 
negotiation between actors. The outcome of this interaction process is often sub-optimal in terms of 
both substantive quality and (public) support. The solution to this problem is sought in process 
management (De Bruijn and Ten Heuvelhof, 2000). This however does not make urban redevelopment 
projects themselves simpler. 
 

2.3 Complexity of urban systems 
 Urban systems are extremely complicated and consist of many interdependent physical and social 
variables, such as the number of houses and roads and also the behavior of the residents in their 
houses and neighborhoods. Large projects typically require hundreds of major design decisions and 
many thousands of detailed choices to be made. These decisions are often interdependent, and 
decision options may influence the values of multiple variables relevant to sustainable development. As 
a consequence, the effects of decisions taken are difficult to assess, which in turn complicates making a 
design for sustainable (re)development. To give but one example for a refurbishment project: an 
increase in the housing variety may affect not only the social structure of the neighborhoods but also 
such matters as the movement behavior of the residents, economic vitality of the area, energy 
consumption and the quantity of household waste produced. 
 Reductionist approaches to deal with this complexity tend towards mono-disciplinary models, which, 
whilst scientifically valid, lack an overall picture of the problem in a societal context. More pragmatic and 
holistic approaches, on the other hand, are often not transparent and for that reason not acceptable for 
generic use. Others have described this as the dilemma of the choice between scientific disciplinary 
rigor and practical relevance. What needed is a balance between integration on one hand and scientific 
validity and precision on the other 
 

2.4 Supporting sustainable decision making in urban refurbishment projects 
 System complexity, political complexity and ambiguity of sustainable development, make it difficult 
to manage sustainable urban (re)development projects: it is frequently unclear what ‘sustainability’ 
precisely conveys to the various parties involved, and how sustainability can be achieved.  
 System complexity, i.e. the sustainability of technological and design options, alone could be 
addressed by substantive modeling and accordingly focusing on the content. Indeed there already 
exists a range of useful impact assessment tools (Hendriks, 2001). Unfortunately, many of these tools 
lack the transparency and flexibility to accommodate the variety of perspectives on sustainability and 
the dynamics of political decision processes.  
 Political and administrative complexity alone, i.e. the different interests, preferences and political 
and strategic behaviors, could be addressed by a participatory planning approach or by process 
management (de Bruijn and ten Heuvelhof, 2000 and 2002; Edelenbos, 1999). But without substantive 
knowledge, participatory decision-making processes are void. However, because of the differences in 
knowledge, interests and values, it is difficult to create and manage a constructive dialogue between 
the numerous stakeholders. Participatory planning approaches, for instance by open forum discussions 
with residents, can easily degenerate into a rather one-sided, superficial venting of wishes and 
standpoints at a time when the plans have already reached an advanced stage (Mayer, 1997). This is 
one of the reasons, why administrators tend to avoid the ‘hassle’ of high quality participatory decision-
making processes, why participation often seems an ‘obligatory ritual’ or why residents become 
disappointed because their ideas and demands have not materialized in the final design. 



 In other words, what seems needed for sustainable urban renewal projects are decision support 
methods that – apart from the evident suitability for addressing urban systems - are able to support the 
substantive (i.e. the content) as well as the political (i.e. the context) dimensions of decision-making. 
The required methods and approaches should therefore be (cf. Geurts and Joldersma, 2000): 

• Integrative: They should consider different aspects and levels of design and decision-making in 
a holistic and systemic way.  

• Dynamic: They should be able to show the ‘performance’ of various alternatives in relation to 
the preferences and the ‘behavior’ of stakeholders. 

• Interactive: They should be able to support the negotiation process between stakeholders.  
• Transparent: They should produce results that are clear and understandable to all 

stakeholders, i.e. no ‘black box’. 
• Flexible and re-usable: They should be usable for, or adaptable to, a range of (similar) 

situations. 
• Fast and easy to use: The required time to apply them should be relatively short and non-

experts, e.g. residents, politicians, should be able to use them. 
• Communicative and educational: They should be able to convey meaning and insight to 

stakeholders about problem structure, alternatives and different perspectives. 
• Authoritative: The process and the results should meet analytical (e.g. validity) and political 

standards (e.g. safeguarding core values, timeliness) in order to increase the likelihood that the 
results are used. 

 
3. CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF MEDIA 

 In chapter 2, the complexity of achieving sustainable urban (re)development and the requirements 
for a successful solution to this problem have been outlined. Based on these requirements, the DuBes-
approach has been developed, consisting of a gaming exercise and a computer model called MEDIA. 
In this section, the conceptual foundations of MEDIA are described. Although MEDIA conceptually is 
able to address political-administrative aspects, the gaming exercise is more suitable for this purpose. 
Therefore this topic is not covered in this paper. This chapter is aimed at presenting the conceptual 
foundations regarding impact assessment within the MEDIA-model. There are two main issues that 
need to be resolved.  
 Firstly, the urban system itself must be captured in a transparent and manageable manner, so that it 
can be linked to the decision making process.  
 Secondly the impacts related to constructing and maintaining urban systems must be linked in an 
integrated, transparent and flexible way, in order to enable a large variety of impact assessment 
approaches. These two issues are addressed in the next two sections. 
 

3.1 Addressing system complexity 
 To represent urban systems, a method called 
Analysis of Interconnected Decision Areas (AIDA) 
has been used as a basis (Morgan, 1971). AIDA is 
a technique that makes large design challenges 
transparent and manageable. Design challenges 
are described as a set of decision areas, each 
with at least two (mutually excluding) decision 
options. Relations between decision areas and 
decision options can be formalized, creating 
transparency and insight in the direct and indirect 
consequences of one specific decision or a 
comprehensive set of decisions (scenario). In 
figure 1, four typical decision areas and their 
options are presented as an example. An example 
of a decision area is the preparation of building 
sites, with the options integral elevation, partial 
elevation and no elevation. 
 Originally, in AIDA two types of relationships 
were distinguished, namely preclusions and exclusions.  Preclusions exist between a decision option 



and a decision area. Exclusions exist between decision options of different decision areas. The choice 
for integral elevation for instance, makes ecological function of green areas virtually impossible. The 
AIDA-concept has been implemented in MEDIA, with some adaptations. Firstly MEDIA can differentiate 
between the severity of exclusions, distinguishing impossible, problematic, and unlikely relationships. 
Secondly the concept of positive relationships between options has been introduced (ideal, favorable, 
promising).  
 Based on several case studies, currently over 200 major decision areas have been distinguished for 
a typical urban redevelopment case. To maintain overview, the concept ‘Theme’ has been implemented 
in MEDIA as the third adaptation. Themes are categories of decision areas related to the same topic 
(e.g. Energy, Water management, Services).  
 

3.2 Addressing impact assessment and ambiguity of sustainable development 
 Impact assessment is closely related to the problem regarding the ambiguity of sustainable 
development mentioned in section 2.1. It is through the choice of indicators and impact assessment 
models that we, implicitly or explicitly, implement our views about what sustainability is. 
 The problem of the ambiguity of sustainable development is hard to solve conceptually. Any attempt 
to develop a generic set of indicators and calculation models can be regarded as "yet another 
interpretation" of this concept. To deal with this problem, MEDIA has been designed as flexible as 
possible. MEDIA is not conceptually based on any single definition or model of sustainability, but 
structured in such a way that different definitions can be facilitated. The model can accommodate 
different types of data and models, which can be linked to the AIDA-structure of decision areas and –
options mentioned in section 3.1. There are three major elements regarding the manner MEDIA deals 
with impact assessment: 1) variables and functions 2) methods and 3) qualifiers.  
 Variables are the direct effects (impacts) that are caused by decision options (e.g. choosing for 
more parking space increases the area of hardened surface). Variables can be combined by more or 
less complicated functions to give aggregated and/or comprehensive variables (e.g. the amount of 
rainwater that needs to be discharged is calculated by combining variables regarding hard surface area, 
type of surface area, rainfall, soil type, roof area, roof type, etc). Variables particularly relevant for 
decision-making can be labeled as indicators. 
  Methods are more or less complicated models for calculating indicators, which use one or more 
variables as input, but also consist of components that are not otherwise related to the urban system 
under study, such as toxicity factors. An example of a method within MEDIA is Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA). 
 Qualifiers are qualitative attributes that can be 
assigned directly to a decision option. Examples 
are People, Planet and Profit, or Sustainable 
Energy. If for instance the qualifier “People” is 
attributed to a certain option, it is assumed that 
this option performs best with regard to this topic. 
Indicators, both these produced by (combining) 
variables as those calculated by models, can be 
used together in cases where quantification and 
validation is considered important. In situations 
where this is not the case (e.g. quick scan), 
qualifiers can be used to get a quick view of the 
sustainability of the decisions being made. This 
flexible structure may seem indecisive, but the 
benefits (no approaches are precluded or forced 
upon actors, and dialogue between actors is facilitated) outweigh the drawbacks (no 'easy' answers are 
provided). In figure 2 the impact assessment structure of MEDIA in presented. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.3 MEDIA software interface 
 The MEDIA software-interface is not 
presented extensively, since this paper is 
focusing on the substantive aspects of 
indicators.  
 In figure 3 the most basic input menu is 
presented. In this menu decision areas, decision 
options and variables are defined. Functions can 
also be constructed in this menu, using the 
expression editor. Finally simple qualifiers, such 
as People (♥), Planet (♣) or Profit (●) can be 
attributed to each option. The essence of the 
model is that is able to simulate an integrated 
and interlinked urban system at the level of a 
program of requirements. To use (not construct) 
the model, only choices need to be made. All 
the system variables are automatically adapted 
to the specific choices that are being made. 
 

4. MODELING EXPERIENCES USING MEDIA 
 We have succeeded to implement several types of impact assessment methods and corresponding 
indicators in the MEDIA framework. In this section we will demonstrate our efforts using a number of 
examples.  First we will present an overview of the indicators calculated by MEDIA and we will classify 
these indicators on the basis of their nature. 
 

4.1 Classification proposal  
 There are four categories of indicators and models that can be incorporated in MEDIA. 
 In the first place, there are indicators, which can be directly linked to physical parameters. Evident 
examples of physical parameters are ‘flows’ such as water, materials and energy. These physical flows 
are determined by interventions (decision options) in the physical built environment through simple, 
evident and easy to quantify cause and effect relationships. For example, increasing the amount of 
parking space will increase the amount of run-off water, which must be handled. Installing solar panels 
will decrease the use of non-renewable energy and CO2-emissions. These indicators can be calculated 
without any additional information or methods. 
 Secondly, there are indicators that, although determined by interventions in the physical built 
environment, have no unambiguous cause and effect relationship with these interventions. An example 
is ‘mobility by car’: interventions such as adjusting the amount of parking place, building a shopping 
mall or increasing the amount of public transport clearly influence the mobility by car. By how much 
however is the question. In MEDIA, incorporating calculation factors based on empirical research or 
modeling experiences can calculate such indicators. 
 Thirdly, there are indicators that are difficult to link to physical parameters. An example is social 
cohesion, which is largely determined by local social-cultural and social-economical conditions. 
Although such indicators may be influenced by physical parameters, these relationships alone are 
generally not decisive. An example is the amount of space reserved for community activities: this is 
likely to have some sort of impact on social cohesion, but this impact is only minor and more important 
hard to quantify.  
 The last category concerns approaches in which certain principles are assumed to have a positive 
impact on one or more sustainable development issues. An example is the ‘design-for-recycling’ 
concept. These kinds of approaches are not really models with an input and an output. Therefore these 
approaches cannot be incorporated in the variable-based functionality of MEDIA, but should be 
addressed using qualifiers, described in section 3.2. 
 

4.2 Indicators currently incorporated in MEDIA 
In table 1 the indicators currently incorporated in MEDIA are presented and classified according to the 
proposal discussed in section 4.1.  
 



Table 1: Classification of indicators incorporated in MEDIA 
Class I: Indicators linked to physical flows 
Energy related indicators Total energy use (MJ), Non-renewable energy use (MJ), renewable energy use (MJ), 

CO2-emission (kg) and combinations such as % renewable energy 
Material related 
 indicators 

Material intensity (kg), Material use per material type (kg), Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA-indicators), Embedded energy (MJ), Recycled content (%) 

Indicators related to use 
 of space 

Green area (m2), water area (m2), floor space index, hard surface (m2), ecological 
green (m2), ecological water (m2), net surface of dwellings & other buildings, 
fragmentation of green areas and combinations such as ratio hard surface/green 
area 

Waste related indicators Total amount of waste (kg), waste per type (kg), waste separation (%), Quality of 
waste collection services 

Water related indicators Decoupling of water from sewer (%), water consumption (m3), required water buffer 
(m3), run-off and waste water to sewage plant (m3), run-off and waste water to 
infiltration (m3), run-off water to storage (m3) and combinations 

Cost related indicators Cost per actor (€), cost per life cycle stage (€), cost per sector (€), cost per object (€) 
Class II: Indicators linked to physical parameters through causal modeling 
Mobility related indicators Person km by: car (pkm), public transport (pkm), bicycle (pkm), foot (pkm) and 

combinations such as (car + public transport) / (bicycle + foot) 
Traffic safety Amount of speed reducing measures (n), Intensity of lighting 

Separated slow / fast roads (km) 
Cultural heritage Historical parceling (%), historical buildings (%), historical urban structure, archeology 
Public services Quantity of services (per capita), Quality of services (average distance in m), 

Diversity of services  
Class III: Indicators not directly linked to physical properties 
Social indicators Social safety, social cohesion, degree of supervision, degree of social control 
Economical indicators Employment, diversity of commercial activities, sustainable companies, flexibility of 

urban fabric and infrastructure 
Organizational aspects Private commissionership, degree of participation of inhabitants, privatization of 

quarter maintenance  
Class IV: Principles, represented by qualifiers 
Design principles Design for recycling, Design for disassembly, Dematerialization, Compact city, 

Network city, People, Planet, Profit  
 
To present all the formula’s, models and calculation factors for these indicators is not possible in this 
paper. It is however briefly explained how one indicator is calculated, using energy consumption as an 
example. 
 Total energy consumption in MJ is calculated by adding the energy consumption needed for 1) 
material production & construction 2) energy consumption of buildings during their life cycle and 3) 
energy consumption related to traffic. If we zoom in on ‘Energy consumption of buildings’ it is divided in 
heat and electricity. Zooming in at heat, it is calculated per building type. For each building type the 
heat consumption is calculated, using standard energy performance formula’s in which insulation 
thickness, type of installation, transmission losses, ventilation losses, passive solar energy contribution 
and internal heat production are included. The energy consumption per building is multiplied with the 
number of buildings per type. The sub-totals per building type are added, resulting in the total heat 
requirement for the planned urban project. Looking more closely at energy consumption related to 
traffic, it is divided into consumption by cars and by public transport. The energy consumption is 
calculated by multiplying the amount of person kilometers (pkm) with a default value for energy 
consumption per km. The amount of pkm in turn is calculated using a reference value, which is lowered 
or raised depending on decisions such as: amount of parking space, amount of shops and services, 
distance to shops and services, quantity of public transport, distance to public transport stops, type of 
dwellings, and income level of inhabitants. The amount of change these decisions have on the 
reference value is derived from models based on empirical studies. 
 Although this explanation is far from complete, it demonstrates the comprehensiveness and 
integrated nature of MEDIA and the indicators calculated with MEDIA. To further emphasize this, it can 
be noticed that many of the decisions mentioned in the energy-example, also influence other indicators. 
The amount of parking space for instance, also influences the water system, the amount of materials 
needed, the amount of green area and maintenance costs. 



 Based on experiences, currently MEDIA is particularly suitable for class I and class II indicators. 
These indicators can be quantified in a satisfactory manner without too much effort. With regard to class 
III indicators, quantification with MEDIA is problematic, as many of the social-economic and cultural 
drivers behind these indicators cannot be linked to physical parameters of an urban system. For these 
indicators the role of MEDIA is to put them on the discussion agenda and to qualify the role of physical 
measures in the urban system with regard to this type of indicators. Finally, MEDIA is suitable for 
qualitative quick scans and structuring design principles. 
 

5. APPLICATION OF MEDIA IN SIMULATION GAMES 
 Although MEDIA can be used stand-alone by a consultant or researcher, it is designed to be used 
within an interactive and participative setting, namely the DuBes simulation game. In this chapter the 
use of MEDIA in the simulation game is briefly described. The aim of the simulation game is to draw up 
a program of requirements for the (re)development of a quarter. This is done in one day, in two 
converging negotiating sessions. The sessions are supported by MEDIA, electronic conference 
techniques and process-managers. During the initial stages, during which participants define and 
formulate their vision, ambitions and goals, indicators, such as ‘Total energy consumption’ or ‘quality of 
services’ serve as reminders of what sort of topics are relevant. During negotiating stages, in which 
participants negotiate about all kinds of decisions, MEDIA structures the discussion, by showing what 
the most relevant decisions are for specific indicators. Also the relations with other decisions (both 
positive and negative) are presented. Once decisions haven been made, the impacts of these decisions 
on topics considered relevant by the participants can be calculated en made available to all parties. 
Finally, MEDIA can be used to pinpoint those decisions that are most responsible for specific impacts, 
so that the process of improving on earlier decisions is greatly accelerated. So far, the game has been 
organized 7 times. In table 2 the evaluation by the participants of the last session is presented.  
 
Table 2: Evaluation of simulation game by participants  
Statement Evaluation (n=20) 
The DuBes game is a good way to connect substantive aspects to the decision making 
process. 7.75 (1.18) 
The function of MEDIA in urban (re)development projects is clear 7.59 (1.00) 
It is easy to express opinions in the planning workshop sessions 7.53 (0.72) 
MEDIA contributes to the quality of the program of requirements 7.35 (1.22) 
The DuBes game is a good way to implement participation of inhabitants 7.31 (1.49) 
MEDIA played a clear role in discussions 7.12 (1.36) 
The Dubes-approach leads to shorter realization times of project and greater public support 7.06 (1.39) 
MEDIA has a positive contribution to the quality of group discussions 7.06 (1.25) 
MEDIA gives good insight in the impacts and performance of decisions 6.82 (1.33) 
Decisions made in group discussions can easily be put into MEDIA 6.18 (1.55) 
Explanation: Participant scores on a scale from 1 to 10 (agreement with statement). The table shows arithmetic 
means (standard deviations between parentheses). 
 
 In this session the most advanced version of MEDIA was used. The evaluation results of the other 6 
games are similar. Generally, participants are positive about MEDIA and the role in plays in the 
simulation game. The main weakness is the interface, as it sometimes proved difficult to translate the 
essence of abstract discussions quickly into input for MEDIA. 
 An important observation of the sessions held so far also showed that participants found it difficult 
to discuss urban development without the assistance of visual support, such as maps and sketches.  
 

6. DISCUSSION 
 The combined approach, consisting of the conceptual software model MEDIA and the Dubes 
simulation game, has proven to be based on sound and valid concepts. The three main elements of 
sustainable urban (re)development - system complexity, political complexity and ambiguity - are all 
addressed in a satisfactory way.  
 The complexity of the urban system and impact assessment are addressed primarily through the 
innovative functionality of MEDIA. The simulation game has proven to be a suitable manner of handling 



the political and administrative complexity of urban (re)development projects. The combination of 
MEDIA and simulation game improves both the substantive- as the process quality of the decision-
making process. In table 3 the performance with respect to important criteria for approaches that 
address both the substantive and the political administrative aspects of large projects is presented. 
 
Table 3: Assessment of MEDIA and the DuBes approach 
Criteria Comments 
Integrative MEDIA integrates different design levels, substantive aspects and decision-making in one 

systematic approach 
Dynamic 
 

MEDIA is able to calculate the performance of alternatives. The simulation game relates these 
results to preferences of stakeholders. Stakeholders can choose the indicators they consider 
important 

Interactive 
 

MEDIA itself doesn’t directly support negotiation between stakeholders, this is however the 
primary function of the simulation game 

Transparent 
 

From evaluations of the combined use of MEDIA and simulation game, it can be concluded 
that the approach is clear and understandable to all stakeholders 

Flexible and  
re-usable 

The concepts behind MEDIA are generic, and therefore can be used or adapted for a wide 
range of applications. The effort to construct a specific database is large, so this is only 
feasible if the method is applied often (> 5 times) 

Fast and easy 
 

Experts should do the construction of a MEDIA-database. Experiences show that non-experts 
can use the model with limited instruction. It is also clear the software interface still has a lot 
room for improvement. 

Communicative  
and educational 
 

This is not directly the purpose of MEDIA, but again one of the main objectives of the 
simulation game. Within the game, MEDIA clarifies the structure of the problem and possible 
alternative solutions. The game is designed to allow for different perspectives. 

Authoritative  A lot of the indicators calculated by MEDIA are based on established and validated methods, 
but this not per definition the case, nor is it clear in the model. Within the simulation game, 
political standards are incorporated through the ambitions and goals of the participants 

 
 From table 3 it can be concluded that the combined approach of MEDIA within a simulation game 
meets most criteria for an integrated and participative DSS. The main criticism concerns the software 
interface, which should be user-friendlier, possibly through the use of a graphical interface. 
 Future research therefore should mainly focus on further improvement of the interface and 
integration with geographical information systems (GIS). 
 
MEDIA as a substantive modeling tool for sustainable development-issues 
 It has proven feasible to calculate a great variety of sustainable development-indicators with the 
conceptual model MEDIA. These calculations can be performed during the early stages of projects, 
when very little information is available. Especially indicators related to physical flows such as energy, 
water and materials could be modeled very well with the concepts included in MEDIA.  
 Indicators that are driven by physical interventions in the urban systems (e.g. mobility), but have a 
more complex cause-effect relationship can also be incorporated in MEDIA. It is necessary however to 
include calculation factors based on empirical studies or (external) simulation models. 
 Indicators, which are mainly driven by socio-economic or cultural factors, cannot easily be modeled 
and quantified in a generic way. It could be possible if location specific empirical data is available, but 
this is seldom the case for a plan, which has yet to be realized. For these indicators, MEDIA is a good 
way to put such topics on the discussion agenda and to show the actors involved which interventions 
influence these indicators. These indicators are difficult to quantify however. 
 It can be concluded therefore that the conceptual foundations behind the MEDIA-models are valid 
and sound. The construction of a generic MEDIA-database for urban redevelopment has proven to be 
rather time consuming, therefore the combined approach of MEDIA and simulation game is only 
feasible if a sufficient number of projects are realized. 
 
MEDIA as a DSS within interactive and participative settings 
 MEDIA has been applied 7 times within a simulation game setting. Participants generally have a 
positive view of MEDIA and the role in plays in the simulation game. The added value for sustainable 
urban (re)development processes of the combined use of MEDIA and simulation game is also generally 
recognized. Experiences in practice furthermore have shown the need for a user-friendlier interface. 



7. CONCLUSION 
 The conceptual model MEDIA has proven to be a promising platform for linking substantive 
sustainability models to decision-making processes. Especially those indicators related to physical flows 
and/or determined largely by physical interventions in the built environment can be emulated 
adequately. Indicators that are driven mainly by socio-economic and cultural factors are less suitable for 
modeling within the MEDIA framework. For such issues however, MEDIA still has added value because 
it structures and clarifies these issues. 
 The structure of MEDIA makes it possible to make calculations very fast and on the basis of 
relatively scarce information. This makes the model suitable for use in dynamic and participative 
settings such as a simulation game. The downside of the fast and flexible use properties of MEDIA is 
that it takes a lot of effort to build and prepare a database for a specific type of urban (re)development 
project (e.g. refurbishment of a post-war high rise quarter). This means that it is only feasible if it is done 
for a number of similar projects. 
 So far, MEDIA has been tested in 7 simulation games. Participants generally have a positive 
judgment of the use of MEDIA within the game. Criticism focuses on the limited user-friendliness of the 
model and the danger of limited creativeness. The great potential however of integrating a substantive 
model and a process oriented simulation game was generally acknowledged.  
 Future research therefore will focus on improving the interface, possibly by developing a GIS-like 
graphical interface. Furthermore other types of design challenges, such as company grounds, 
infrastructural projects will be explored. 
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